Binkle and Strothman Help Vet Get Student Loans Discharged in Bankruptcy
Filing
When Binkle and Strothman began to help a U.S. Army veteran with his bankruptcy filing, they decided to focus
on getting his student loans discharged as well as the other debts he had. Due to the veteran's injuries from overseas
combat, when he got back home, he found himself unable to manage the mounting debts from physical therapy that were
not provided to him by his local VA Hospital.
The veteran saw no way out of the financial quagmire. He knew that even if his debts were forgiven, there was a
good chance that the $48,000 he owed in student loans while earning his Bachelor's Degree would still be hanging over
his head. For this reason, he waited much too long to reach out to Binkle and Strothman for help.
Jim Collins, one of the partners in the firm, has handled many bankruptcy filings and is especially focused on
helping veterans. Since Jim left the military seven years ago, he has helped over three dozen veterans to get relief from
debts when they returned back to the U.S. Jim sees it as his calling to help fellow veterans.
"There was no way that my client was ever going to get out from under the amount of debt that he had
accumulated. With the reluctance of bankruptcy judges to allow the forgiveness of student loan debt, I knew this would be
an uphill climb. I am happy that we were successful in getting his debts forgiven and am proud to be able to help this
veteran," Jim Collins said during his Channel Four interview.
When veterans give their all for their country, then face financial hardships like this, Binkle and Strothman fight
as hard as they can to get relief for them. Binkle and Strothman prove every day that they get the job done when other
firms just shrug their shoulders.
Student loan debt is a huge problem among veterans, especially when they return home and cannot earn a living
in the same way they could before they were deployed.
If you are a veteran and need some help with mounting debts, please reach out to us at Binkle and Strothman. We
count it as our debt to you to help you in any way we can.
About Binkle and Strothman PLLC,
Binkle and Strothman PLLC of Atlanta, Georgia practices specifically in the area of Bankruptcy Law. They are
experts at getting debt relief for individuals whether the financial burden was caused by the debtor making poor decisions,
or by a catastrophic accident or illness catching them unprepared.
Binkle and Strothman, was founded in 1981 by Gerard P Binkle. After several years, Gerard found his stride in
helping folks to get a fresh start through bankruptcy relief. Now this is the area in which the firm excels.
For more information about Binkle and Strothman PLLC, please see our website, Binkle-Strothman.com.
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